Tech boom despite the economic gloom?
Key Takeaways


The stock market rally in 2020 has been led by a
handful of stocks in the technology sector.



The concentrated returns in a select handful of stocks
have also impacted the divergence in US and
International stock performance.



While it appears tech stocks may be disconnected
from the economic reality, the answer to this mystery
perhaps lies outside the U.S.

Implications of a concentrated
rally
If you are left scratching your head once again on why the
stock markets have continued their climb even in the face
of record high U.S. daily infections, you are not alone. With
the recent rise in COVID-19 outbreaks, some states have
put their re-opening plans on hold, or dialed back their
plans, thus likely slowing the momentum in economic
recovery. Despite the recent challenges, the S&P 500 is
nearly flat for the year, down -0.38%, through Friday, July
10th1.
Looking under the hood reveals a similar theme where
investors are once again flocking to the virus-resilient
technology sector of the market and leaving the rest of the
stock market behind. For a period during the months of
May and June, we finally saw broader participation in the
markets as the economy began to reopen, which made
investors hopeful for a wider recovery. While it’s too early
to determine if that trend has reversed, in just ten days
since the start of July 2020, the growth of combined
market caps of the S&P 500’s five biggest companies
(Apple, Alphabet (Google’s parent), Amazon, Facebook
and Microsoft) has been more than the actual market cap
of any other company in the index2. Market capitalization is
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the value you get when you multiply all the outstanding
shares of a stock by the price of single share, in other
words, the growth of these five stocks, combined, in a
mere ten days is worth more than any other company in
the S&P 500 index.
If you were to add Netflix to this famous five bunch, the
performance gap relative to the broader market is eye
opening. These six stocks make up 22.5% of the S&P 500
market cap and have contributed 5.4% to the S&P 500
return while the remaining 494 stocks remain hurt by the
pandemic and have contributed -8.4% to the S&P 500
return year to date through June 30th, 2020.
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Source: FactSet. FANAMA = Facebook, Alphabet (Google),
Netflix, Amazon, Microsoft, Apple. As of 6/30/2020

This trend is not just short-lived but can be seen over the
last five years as well. With technology making up a
bigger chunk of the S&P 500 market cap index over time, it
has favored the market-cap weighted index over the equalweight version, which uses the same stocks as the capweighted S&P 500 but is allocated a fixed weight instead.
The S&P 500 has outperformed its equal-weighted
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counterpart by nearly 26.3% since 2015 with the gap
generally growing over time.
The concentration in returns from the six large mega-cap
tech stocks has also impacted the divergence in U.S. and
international equity performance. Since the lows of the
great financial crisis to the highs in 2020, the US stock
market has gained over 401%, while the international
market is up less than half of that (+143%). However,
when the performance of the largest six stocks were
removed from the S&P 500 (S&P ex FANAMA), US equity
markets performance was closer in line with international
(MSCI ACWI ex US) equity markets as seen in the below
graph.

Despite what seems like a grim situation for the US
economy given the latest developments in select states,
some companies are well-positioned to not just survive the
lockdown, but can also thrive, as consumers have shifted
to remote work and finding ways to stay sane while social
distancing. In addition, many of these companies will
benefit from the rest of the world’s economic recovery as
well. This is not an endorsement nor a recommendation
for these stocks but simply a way to help explain how so
much of the market’s gains has come from a concentrated
group of technology stocks despite what appears to be a
slew of bad headlines this year.
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in addition to the US markets. In the recent crisis,
developed nations like South Korea, Germany and Japan
have managed to contain the pandemic and are ahead in
the re-opening plans relative to the U.S. According to
Standard & Poor’s, companies in the S&P 500 derived
43% of their sales from overseas markets in 2018.
However, the overseas revenue share is much higher for
big technology companies. For example, Apple, Facebook
and Alphabet generated approximately 55% of their
revenue outside the U.S. while Netflix and Microsoft
generate nearly 50% from abroad. Amazon is the
exception among the six stocks, generating a sizeable
majority of its revenue within the U.S. 3
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Are tech stocks disconnected
from the economy?
In the quest for an answer, perhaps the most logical
explanation is one offered by Barry Ritzholz in his latest
Bloomberg column. He cites, the answer perhaps lies
outside the U.S. Many technology companies rely on
global economies for a large share of their revenue source
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Data in this report is obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timelines or
accuracy of this information. Consult your financial professional before making any investment decision. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Diversification/asset allocation does not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock
market.
The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a market capitalization-weighted index comprising Treasury securities,
Government agency bonds, mortgage backed bonds, corporate bonds, and some foreign bonds traded in the U.S.
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